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1. INTRODUCTION 
The following theorem contains the integral inequality which is known in the literature as Os- 
trowski's inequality [1, p. 469]. 
O 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f : I C_ ]R ~-~ ]R be a differentiable mapping in I, the interior of I, and let 
a,b e °I with a < b. I f l f ' (x ) l  < M for all x e [a,b], then we have the inequality 
f (x )  1 f~ b dt [1 (x - (a + b)/2) 2] b -a  f ( t )  < + -(-b---a~ j (b -a )M,  Vx  • [a,b]. (1.1) 
PROOF.  Integrating by parts, we have 
f ( z )  - b --'-~ f ( t )  dt - - p(x, t ) f ' ( t )  dt, (1.2) b a 
where 
t -a ,  if t e [a,x], 
p(x,  t) := 
t -b ,  i f tE(x,b] ,  
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and x E [a, b]. From this, we have 
~b dt 1~ b 1 f(t) < IP(x,t)l If'(t)l dt f(z) b - a - b - a 
< Ip(z, t)l dt 
-b -a  
- -  b-aM [ (x - a)2 + (b - x) 2 1 2  
(x - (a + b)/2) 2 
=[1+ i~--- ~ ] (b-a)M,  
and thus, (1.1) is proved. 
2. APPL ICAT ION TO SOME SPECIAL MEANS 
We first discuss the application of (1.1) to lower and upper bounds estimation of some important 
relationships between the following means. 
(a) The arithmetic mean: A = A(a, b) := (a + b)/2, a, b > O. 
(b) The geometric mean: G -- G(a, b) := v'~, a, b >_ O. 
(c) The harmonic mean: 
2 
H = H(a,b) . -  ( l /a)  + ( l /b) '  
(d) The logarithmic mean: 
b-a  
L=L(a,b) := l nb - lna '  i faT~b, 
a, if a = b, 
(e) The identric mean: 
I = I(a, b) := e \ a a ] 
a~ 
(f) The p-logarithmic mean: 
Lp=Lp(a,b):= L (~- l~b-~)  , i fa  ¢ b, 
a, if a = b, 
a ,b> 0. 
i fa•b, 
if a -- b, 
a,b > 0. 
a,b >0.  
pe R\{-1 ,0 I ,a ,b  > 0. 
These means are often used in numerical approximation and in other areas. However, only the 
following simple relationships are known in the literature: 
H<_G<L<I<A.  
It is also known that Lp is monotonically increasing in p E R with L0 --- I and L_ 1 -- L. 
We now derive some sophisticated bounds for some differences and ratios of the above means. 
These bounds are very useful in applications. Our discussion is based on the following three 
mappings. 
CASE 1. f(x) = x p with p e JR\ {-1,  0}. Substituting this f into (1.1), we have, for all x E [a, b], 
I~ ' -L f ,  I <-- + (b_a)2 J (b-a)~p(a,b), (2.1) 
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with 
f pb p-l, 
7p(a, b) = { Ipla p-l, L 
if p_> 1, 
i fpE  (-c~,O) u (0, 1) \ {-1}. 
If we further choose x = A in (2.1), then we have 
IA'- L~I _< b-a  4 7v(a, b). 
When p > 1, the above inequality reduces to 
O < L p_- A p< p(b -% -1~/~ 
- -  1" - -  4 
and when p E (-oo,  O) \ {-1}, we have 
0 < L~ - A p < (a - h~,_,ra p-1 
- -  P - -  4 
Furthermore, i fp E (0, 1), then we have 
0 <_ A p - LPp <_ 
(b - a)pa p- 1 
Now choosing x = I in (2.1), we get 
] Ip -  LPl < rl]~ + ( I -  A) 2] (b -a )Tp(a ,b ) .  
- , .~  (b a)2 J 
Furthermore, if we choose x = L and x = G in (2.1), we have, respectively, 
iLP_LPpl_< [1+ (L -A)  2 ] (b  a) 2 j  (b -a )Tp(a 'b )  
and 
CASE 2. / (Z)  = 1/Z. 
]GP_L~[<_ [1+ (G-(b a) 2A)2] (b-a)~/P(a'b)" 
Substituting this f into (1.1), we obtain 
a, [1 
I L -  x I < a ~ + = a)2 ' Vx e [a, b]. (2.2) 
Now, taking x = A, x = I, x = G, and x = H, respectively, in (2.2), we have the following 
bounds for the differences of the means: 
and 
~IL l l : l - [  
O <_ A - L <_ AL(b - a) 
4a 2 , 
0 < I - L < a5 + (I 
- - (b  - a )  2 J ' 
GL(b - a) - A) 2 ] 
O<L-G<_ ~2- + (b_a)2  j , 
HL(b-a )  [1 (H-A) 2] 
0<_ L -H  <_ a~ + -~:~ " 
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CASE 3. f (x)  = -- lnx.  Substituting this f into (1.1), we get 
I ln I - lnx l  _< b-aa + -_a)2 j , xE  [a,b]. (2.3) 
Analogous to the previous cases, taking x = A, x = I, x = G, and x = H, respectively, in (2.3), 
we obtain the estimates for the ratios of the means as follows: 
I<T  <exp 4(b-  a ' 
I {b all (L - a )2 ]  "~ 1--z-<exP + 
, 
1 < ~ < exp ~ + 
- - a (b -  a)  2 J ' 
, 
1_< ~_<exp + ('b--a-~'J  " 
3.  APPL ICAT ION TO THE NUMERICAL  QUADRATURE RULES 
We now consider the application of (1.1) to some numerical quadrature rules. In the rest of 
the paper, we will use standard notation for function spaces and norms. The following theorem 
establishes the error bound for the quadrature rules of Riemann type. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any a, b E R with a < b, let f : I = (a, b) H R be a differentiable mapping. 
H f ~ E Loo[a,b], then for any partition Ih : a = xo < Xl < ... < Xn-1 < xn = b of I and any 
intermediate point vector ~ = (~0, ~1,- . . ,  ~n-1) satisfying ~i E [xi, Xi+l] (i = 0, 1 . . . .  , n - 1), we 
have b n-X[_~ ( )2] 
fa f (x )  dx - -AR( f ,  Ih,~) < [If'l[~o~ + ~i x i+x i+x (3.1) 
i=0 2 ' 
where hi = Xi+l - xi, and AR denotes the quadrature rules of Riemann-type defined by 
n- -1  
AR (f,  Ih, ~) := ~ f(~i)hi. (3.2) 
i=0 
PROOF. From (1.1), we have 
= I[/' l[~ + ~i xi ~+x , 
for any ~. Summing the above inequality, we get (3.1). II 
Taking ~i = (xi + xi+1)/2 in (3.1), we have the following result for the midpoint quadrature 
rule. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold. If ~* = (x~ +X~+l)/2, then we have 
f b ¢*) f (x)  dx -  AR( f ,  Ih, < [l/'[l~ n-1 - 4 ~-~ h~, (3.3)  
i=O 
where AR(f ,  Ih,~*) is defined in (3.2) and hi = X i+ l  - x i .  
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From the proof for Theorem 3.1, it is easy to show that 
ff ~) f (x)dx--  AR(f,  Ih, _< tlf'll~n-12 ~"~h2' i=0 (3.4) 
for any intermediate point vector ~. This estimate is of first order in hi. This estimate is the 
same as the classical one using Taylor's expansion, but the estimate (3.3) is an improvement to 
the classical second-order stimate for midpoint quadrature rule. This is because the classical 
estimate (based on Taylor's expansion) for the midpoint quadrature rule contains IIf"lloc, though 
it is of second-order accuracy in hi. In the case that f"(x) does not exist or is very large at some 
points in [a, hi, the classical estimate cannot be applied, and thus, (3.3) provides an alternative 
first-order estimate for the midpoint quadrature rule. This estimate is sharper than (3.4) because 
of the factor 1/4. This is particularly useful for adaptive numerical integrations because it allows 
us to achieve the same accuracy using less partitioning points than those based on classical 
estimates. 
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